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In 1834, 235 exiled Polish revolutionaries petitioned the United States Congress for
a grant of land for the purpose of establishing a colony on the American frontier.1
Congress, while sympathizing with the plight of the Poles and applauding their
struggle against Russian tyranny in the Polish Revolution of 1830, instead granted
the Poles what would more accurately be called a preemption right to purchase land
near present-day Rockton and Rockford for the minimum price after ten years of
occupancy.2 During that time they would have no clear title to the land or ability to
mortgage it to raise funds. While both Congress and the press referred to a “grant”
or “donation” of land to the Poles, the restrictions placed upon taking ownership of
the land made it much less. To make matters worse, the lands selected by Polish
agent Louis Chlopicki were occupied by native squatters attempting to exercise their
own preemption rights.3
For several years the two sides debated who was best suited to settle public lands,
with Congress initially embracing the Poles as best suited to spread American
republican values to the frontier, while native settlers argued that their use and
improvement of the land gave them the strongest claim. Ultimately, Congress
agreed with the native-born squatters and nullified the Polish land grant, ending
any chance of the exiles forming a colony.
The historiography of the failed Polish land grant is limited and tends to focus
on the Polish exiles rather than the American settlers. Polish historian Jerzy Jan
Lerski authored the most comprehensive study of the Polish exiles’ attempt to create
a colony; however, he focuses very tightly on the Poles, and while the actions of the
settlers are mentioned to provide context, they are not discussed in any great detail.4
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Florian Stasik treats the land controversy in a similar manner and also largely omits
the efforts of the settlers to secure title to the land, while devoting more attention
to the events in Europe that forced the Poles to come to America.5 Prior to Lerski
and Stasik, Mrs. Isaac D. Rawlings studied the Polish exiles in Illinois over a longer
period of time, but devoted little discussion to the efforts of settlers to block the
Polish land grant.6 Other than those three studies, literature on the conflict largely
consists of various county histories that reference the incident, often through the use
of an uncredited letter that originally appeared in Rockford’s Winnebago Forum.7
Charles A. Church’s History of Rockford and Winnebago County, Illinois is an excellent
example of that brief history from noncited sources, and while it focuses on the
settlers, it still largely omits their actions and justifications for claiming the land.8
Charles V. Kraitsir, a Hungarian doctor who was exiled with the Poles, penned a
history of Poland in 1837 in which the unresolved land grant was the final chapter.9
There, too, the arguments that the settlers made for native settlement of public
lands were largely ignored.
While the historiography of the Polish colony is limited, historians’ study of
“republicanism” and “virtue” in American political discourse has been extensive.10
James T. Kloppenberg notes: “Many Americans came to identify freedom
increasingly with freedom from interference and restraint.”11 Gordon S. Wood
characterizes the transformation as a result of how “productive labor . . . came to
be identified with republicanism.”12 In short, historians have detected tension
between a definition of republicanism that was essentially civic virtue (in this case,
especially through direct struggle with increasing executive power) and a definition
of republican virtue symbolized by autonomous citizens pursuing economic
opportunity. That tension can be located in debates over how to settle the early
American frontier, but also in an instance from the Jacksonian era where
republicanism was not a purely internal debate confined to Americans of different
class, background, or geography. During the brief emergence of a Polish republic
in 1830, Americans referenced foreign and domestic policy measures and events in
Europe to consciously alter the definition of republicanism.
It was not hard for Americans to relate the struggles of the Poles against Russia
to their own revolt against England. Poland lost its independence when it was
partitioned by Russia, Austria, and Prussia in 1795. Despite the general willingness
of Polish leaders to work with the Russian government prior to the revolution, Poles
exiled after 1831 successfully portrayed the revolution as the natural consequence
of Russian tyranny over Poland.13 The alleged intention of Tsar Nicholas I to force
the Polish armies to crush revolutions in France and Belgium also served to create
the image of Poles defending republicanism everywhere, and not merely fighting for
Polish independence.14 The Marquis de Lafayette encouraged the Americans to aid
the Poles, and he compared the Polish revolution to the American Revolution. After
the 1830 revolution failed and Tsar Nicholas absorbed central and eastern Poland
into Russia (ending what political identity Poland had retained after the
partitioning), Lafayette continued to aid the approximately ten thousand Poles who
settled in France through the 1830s and 1840s.15 Americans applauded the efforts
of Lafayette and the Poles, although when it came to actually assisting them “the
great majority preferred to stay at home and intervene by damning the Czar and
spitting spiteful curses at the French for refusing to send their army eastward in
behalf of freedom.”16
American newspapers printed accusations of Russian barbarity and complained
of a general European apathy toward the cause of republicanism. Translated
extracts from a letter sent by “a gallant Polish officer” to a friend in Boston were
published in 1833. The letter writer noted that even in France, “although the present
ministry is condemned and hated by the vast majority of the people, it still exists,
and still goes on in its course, unopposed by aught but silent indignation.”17
Europeans were more interested in their own “internal affairs,” and the European
policy in general “seems to be that of arresting the march of [the] mind, and of
retarding the progress of civilization and humanity.”18 The writer thanked the
American people for their sympathy toward the Polish cause while bemoaning the
lack of support for republicanism in Europe.19
As one of the three partitioners of Poland, the Austrian government in particular
had reason to be eager to rid Europe of the Polish revolutionaries. Austria, Russia,
and Prussia pledged mutual military assistance in the event of an uprising in Poland
and further agreed to refuse asylum to Polish revolutionaries. Austrian statesman
Prince Metternich, however, had promised French Ambassador Maison that Austria
would not force Polish officers to return to Russian Poland.20 While Metternich may
have been unwilling to return the Polish exiles to Russia by force, he was also
unwilling to have them agitating for Polish independence in Austria, prompting the
arrest and imprisonment of several hundred of them.21 The Poles would have
preferred to emigrate to France rather than the United States, but the French
government had barred Polish revolutionaries after a few hundred of them left
France with the intention of entering southern Germany and causing
disturbances.22
Unable to return the Poles to Russia against their will, unable and unwilling to
grant them asylum in Austria, and unable to send them to France, Austria resorted
to the United States.23 There was minimal contact with American authorities
regarding the forced deportation of the Poles, with the London Times reporting that
an unidentified New York official had stated that the Poles would be able to find
work if they were industrious, or would be welcome in the frontier states if they
were skilled in arms. Secretary of State Louis McLane declared there was no federal
law prohibiting the Poles from seeking asylum in the United States, and so with only
minimal, noncommittal discussion with the American consul in Austria and officials
in New York, and no meaningful direct discussion with the federal government in
Washington, the Austrian government placed the 235 Polish exiles and a number
of convicts on two frigates in Trieste, Italy, on November 22, 1833, and sent them
to New York.24 Illinois newspapers began to follow the Polish exiles as early as
December 24, 1833, when the Chicago Democrat noted that approximately three
hundred Poles were being sent to the United States by the Austrian government.25
The Poles enjoyed some initial support from the Americans, but their popularity
was by no means overwhelming. Lerksi reports only a brief notation in the New
York daily newspapers stating that some Polish passengers had arrived on Austrian
frigates the day before, noting that while many New Yorkers came to the pier to see
the exiles and took some of the Poles home with them, some were there “out of
mere curiosity, others out of pity, and there were even some who had come with the
expectation of taking financial advantage of easy victims.”26 Stasik notes that the
common populace of New York “did not display much interest in the newly arrived
Poles.”27 The Poles did receive some measure of charity from institutions however,
particularly Catholic churches.28 In all, the New York aid committee raised $3,500
for the Poles, much from religious institutions and local government. The
committee’s administrator, former U.S. Secretary of the Treasury Albert Gallatin,
calculated that the funds would not last long once travel expenses, clothing, and
other necessities had been purchased.29 The lack of funds would also cause tensions
with Gallatin, as individual Poles began to suspect him of favoritism and demanded
more control over the distribution of funds. Gallatin sought to retain his authority
as chairman, gradually becoming alienated from the exiles, depriving them of one
of their most influential advocates.30 Raising additional funds was difficult, as the
general populace of New York displayed little enthusiasm for the Polish cause.
The Poles quickly attempted to capitalize on what goodwill they had by
dispatching a group to request a grant of land from Congress. The committee
members petitioned Congress, noting that they were not willing immigrants, but
that “As long as we had a country that we could call our own, we resolutely fought
for her independence.”31 The committee stated its intention to form a “second
Poland” in the United States. The grant of land would permit them to “live a life
of active industry, and to become useful to our country of adoption.”32 The Poles
presented a modest goal, but notes attached to the petition before it was sent to the
Committee on Public Lands indicated far more ambitious plans.
Those notes were likely created by New York Congressman Churchill C.
Cambreleng when he introduced the petition to the U.S. House of
Representatives.33 Cambreleng was a Jacksonian Democrat who later supported
President Martin Van Buren (Van Buren appointed Cambreleng as Minister to
Russia after Cambreleng lost his congressional seat in 1838).34 The notes that
Cambreleng attached to the petition represented an example of the romantic views
of Eastern Jacksonians regarding the struggle between liberty and tyranny, and the
ideal society of a citizenry of independent yeomen.35 By 1830 the question of how
to dispose of the public lands had become sectional. Jacksonian Democrats
(particularly from the West) sought to keep land prices low as an incentive to
settlement, while Eastern Whigs such as Henry Clay and John Quincy Adams
wished to keep prices high to slow settlement (and not incidentally, to keep a large
labor pool in the East to hold down wages).36 The notes reflect the Eastern
Jacksonian belief that the Poles would be rewarded for their struggle against Russian
despotism in the most appropriate manner possible: with a grant of land ensuring
their freedom and independence.
Cambreleng’s notes stated that the Poles wished to “save the sacred fire of
patriotism, of liberty, and of human dignity,” and they “will show to Europe that
their presence is only to be feared there, where there is tyranny and degradation of
mankind.”37 The vigorous rhetoric continued: “[T]heir fate seems to deserve greater
pity than of those who are in this free and happy country. We presume the state of
things in Europe will sooner or later contrive many of them to come and join us
here, flying the perfidious and sanguinary policy of the royal conspirators, the
artifices and machinations of their spies, agents provocateurs . . . and other spiders of
the augean-stable governments.”38
The narrative predicted more revolutions in Europe: “We think that in
consequence of such and similar commotions, there will be many weary and tired
of their precarious and provisory state of existence, and that they will direct their
eyes to these quiet and hospitable shores, where liberty, equality, and humanity are
dwelling in spite of their enemies.”39 Far from being a simple colony of exiles, some
members of Congress saw the Polish colony as a means to draw other republican-
minded individuals away from repressive European governments and to America,
where they would reinforce domestic opposition to tyranny.
After some debate Congress passed a bill granting the Poles land in Illinois or
Michigan Territory, with prominent statesmen such as Henry Clay, John Calhoun,
and Daniel Webster voting in its favor.40 The initial bill, allowing for the selection
of thirty-six sections of land in three adjoining townships, was passed on June 30,
1834, and signed by President Andrew Jackson.41 Both Illinois senators voted against
the measure. Elias Kane objected to the bill for favoring the Poles over native
citizens, declaring that in its present form the bill would allow the Poles to claim
even the Galena lead mines.42 The reasons John Robinson voted against the bill
are not known, but Kane’s concern that the Poles would select highly desirable
lands, which would lead to conflicts with native settlers, foreshadowed the
controversy to come. Without the support of Kane and Robinson, the Poles would
find themselves without a voice from Illinois in the Senate to support their claims
in the coming controversy, while the settlers would draw on their senators for support
and apply political pressure on their elected representatives to argue against the
claim.
The law stipulated that the Poles reside on and cultivate the land for ten years,
after which they could pay the minimum auction price for land at the time and
acquire a title.43 Gallatin was ambivalent about the proposed colony, largely because
of the tremendous cost of moving 235 individuals to the frontier and setting up
farms for them, even on land donated by the government.44 The Polish exiles chose
Louis Chlopicki and John Prehal as land agents, but due to internal politics among
the Poles and inexplicable delays, Chlopicki arrived alone in Illinois in November
of 1834 to select the land.45 Prehal, instead of accompanying Chlopicki to Illinois,
toured the states soliciting funds for the settlement. But instead of turning those
funds over to the committee, he kept them, made his way to New Orleans, and from
there embarked for Europe on June 16, 1835.46 Further delaying matters, the lands
that Chlopicki eventually selected would not be surveyed until September 1835.47
Despite that, some seventy exiles did set out for the lands selected by Chlopicki.48
Their poverty meant that they journeyed mostly on foot, and Stasik notes that many
stopped before arriving due to “[p]hysical exhaustion, disease, the rigor of the trip,
and lack of money.”49 The exiles then wrote letters to those who had not yet set out
for the colony, warning them to attempt the trip to Illinois only at their own peril.50
Initially, Illinoisans were enthusiastic about the Poles settling in the state. At a
meeting chaired by Illinois Supreme Court Justice Theophilus W. Smith in Vandalia
on May 23, 1834,51 supporters of the Poles stressed their “patriotic daring and
immense sacrifice” and passed a resolution to create a committee in every county
of Illinois to collect money on behalf of the Poles.52 G. W. Carruthers, a minor
Illinois politician who would later serve as secretary to the Board of Public Works,
spoke against the land grant and county aid committees, urging the assembly not to
“forget our own equally meritorious and patriotic citizens” and that the “scheme of
operations embraced in the resolution, is too large—too broad, and calculated to
drain wealth from a thousand channels to enrich foreign friends.”53 Carruthers was
out-voted, and the meeting generated a resolution exhorting the Poles to “share
with the hardy sons of the valley of the great Mississippi our plenty and our
Independence.”54 Former and current Illinois statesmen signed the petition.55 A
similar letter extolling the virtue of the Poles was published in the Chicago Democrat
on September 10, 1834, and a third letter urging “that collections be taken in their
behalf ” appeared in the Illinois Advocate and State Register on November 19, 1834.56
In the same issue, the Illinois Advocate and State Register also published a speech by
Chlopicki in which he stressed that the Poles would require aid to survive the coming
winter.57 All of those letters were published before Chlopicki made his selection of
occupied lands and squatters began to argue that immigrants were unsuited to settle
the frontier.
The Know Nothing Party would not formally rise until after the Polish
controversy was over, but anti-immigrant and anti-Catholic sentiments were already
stirring, chiefly among the Whigs and in various small splinter parties.58 Nativist
Lyman Beecher in his most famous work, A Plea for the West, argued against settling
foreigners on the frontier. Published in 1835, the book was an expansion of a series
of speeches Beecher gave in the East the previous summer that included such
warnings as: “Half a million of unprincipled, reckless voters in the hands of
demagogues, may, in our balanced elections, overrule all the property, and wisdom,
and moral principles of the nation.”59 While Beecher did not specifically address the
Polish colony in his writings, his anti-immigrant and anti-Catholic views were well
represented in the press and literature of the time.60 Beecher believed it was critical
to the success of the nation to extend New England influence into the West as
quickly as possible to prevent it being corrupted.61
The sentiments of the American Party, a nativist Whig splinter group more
formally known as the Native American Democratic Association, were published in
the Chicago American. Primarily formed around anti-Irish and anti-Catholic
sentiment, the party included prominent citizens such as Samuel F. B. Morse and
newspaper publishers Mordecai M. Noah and James W. Webb as leaders. Lacking
the numbers of the Whigs and Democrats, the nativist groups still kept anti-
immigrant sentiments in the public eye. While not directly addressing the Poles or
their land claim, the newspaper noted that “Unless our naturalization laws are
altered and a longer residence among us is required as a qualification of citizenship,
the government of this country will surely pass into the hands of foreigners.”62 The
newspaper then urged that “every honest, well meaning adopted citizen, should
himself ask for an alteration in our naturalization laws. He should say to Congress
. . . I did not come here to govern you, to control the wishes and suffrages of native
born citizens.”63 Later, the newspaper reiterated: “It is not a new opinion with us,
as our readers well know—nor one hastily adopted, that no man of foreign birth
should be admitted to the political rights of an American citizen.”64
Congress also examined the issue of immigration, particularly in regards to
foreign paupers and politics. On May 2, 1836, Anti-Jacksonian Massachusetts
Senator John Davis stated that “humanity makes no appeal to us to receive and
cherish those who have no respect for virtue, morality, or themselves; those who are
forced among us because they are too corrupt, debauched, and indolent to be
tolerated in a country not over scrupulous in it morals.”65 The House heard and
referred to committee a petition from the Native American Association,
“complaining that a large portion of the power of this Government is in the hands
of adventurers from every clime, before they have had time to acquire a knowledge
of our language, and before they have learned the first principles of a republican
Government.”66 While Congress did not pass laws restricting immigration during
that time, they were clearly aware of an anti-immigrant sentiment among their
constituents.
Despite initial enthusiasm among Illinois residents, negative attitudes toward the
Polish exiles soon emerged. When the Austrian government placed the Polish exiles
on the frigates to America they also had taken the opportunity to divest their jails
of twenty common criminals.67 The Sangamo Journal and Illinois Advocate and State
Register both published a letter that stated: “To those who have passed through
Poland, it is well known, that few countries are more fertile in what the French call
mauvais sujets”—bad or wicked persons.68 The newspapers went on to suggest that
settlers practice “utmost caution in giving credit to the stories related by persons
styling themselves Polish officers, noblemen and patriots.”69 Although the
newspapers also declared that “the countrymen of Pulaski, will receive a hearty
welcome at the hands of all our citizens,” they blamed the presence of criminals
among the exiles on the national character of the Poles themselves, not the Austrian
government.70 The warning to deal with any Poles claiming to be political exiles
with “utmost caution” would be taken to heart, and suspicion would grow over
time.71
While there were unsettled areas on the northern Illinois frontier in November
1834 (when Chlopicki informed the land office of his selections), the area was
rapidly filling with land-hungry settlers. Even when Chlopicki visited the area to
make his selections of land for the Polish exiles, there were already approximately
thirty families living in the Rockford and Rockton vicinity.72 Northern Illinois had
a sudden increase in settlers with the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825, and
President Jackson’s veto of the charter and defunding of the Second Bank of the
United States made easy credit available from the state banks that sprang up.73 The
Black Hawk War briefly deterred settlers, but recovery was quick, and after 1832
settlers began to expand outward from the “river valleys to the inland counties.”74
The settlement of northern Illinois was virtually completed by 1837, and as
Chlopicki chose lands along a river between Galena and rapidly expanding
Chicago, it is likely they were also among the earliest to have been chosen by
squatters.75
Word that Chlopicki’s selections encompassed land already settled, albeit illegally,
spread quickly and Americans began to feel that the Poles were being given
preferential treatment. Chlopicki is said to have told Rockford founder Germanicus
Kent that “the settlers should not be disturbed.”76 However, as early as January 3,
1835, theWestern Gazette and Galena Advertiser advised readers that “the Poles to whom
a grant of two townships of land was made by Congress, have selected it along Rock
River from the mouth of the Picatolika [Pecatonica] down eighteen miles, two miles
in width upon each side.”77 The following week the newspaper stated: “We are
favorable to their settlement within our border, but in the selection of the lands
which they have received by donation it would seem hardly just, that the act in their
favor should receive a liberality of construction, which would be denied to our own
citizens. . . . But however and wherever they may determine to establish their colony,
the possessory privileges of our own citizens should in no case be disturbed.”78 That
is ironic, as the residency restrictions placed upon the Poles’ land were considerably
more strict than those applied to native squatters by past preemption laws.79 The
argument that the Poles had no more right to unsettled land than natives would
eventually develop into the argument that the settlers were better suited to settle the
land than the Polish exiles.
Others argued that by virtue of their suffering in the struggle against Russian
tyranny, the Poles had a better claim to the land than native-born Americans.
Theodore Dwight’s Things As They Are notes that the Poles’ commitment to
combating despotism and expresses reservations about American dedication to
preventing increasing executive power.80 Dwight went so far as to speculate that
God might have sent the exiles to the United States to remind the Americans of
their past:
It seemed to me, while conversing with some of these lonely exiles, as if
Providence had sent them among us at this time not without a kind design. We
have been so remote from the sight of oppression and violence, so long
accustomed to regard tyranny and lawless rule as mere creatures of the
imagination, that when sentiments are declared, and measures taken tending
strongly that way, instead of taking the alarm, too many of us look on with
indifference, as if there were a wall of impenetrable brass erected to secure our
liberty. These melancholy and silent strangers seem to whisper to us, to beware
of ourselves, our freedom, and our country.81
Dwight asserted that Americans had come to take their liberty for granted, and
that American sympathy would be repaid by the presence of the Poles if they serve
to rouse the Americans to a greater state of watchfulness in guarding their freedoms.
The exiled Polish secretary of state cautioned against involvement in politics. A
letter from Julian Niemciwicz, published in the Western Gazette and Galena Advertiser
admonished the exiles to “Respect the laws and constitution of the land; be obedient
to them. Remember that you are strangers there: that it is not for you to indulge in
political dreams—to reform governments—to erect new societies and new systems,
although this may sound strange to you.”82 The letter further reminded the Poles
that while they were free to enact their own municipal laws, they must be permissible
under the U.S. Constitution.83 The Baltimore-based Niles’ Weekly Register published
an abridged version of the letter (and identified it as such), but omitted those
cautionary passages. The Weekly Register also published a letter by Polish Prince
Adam Czartoryski reminding his immigrant brethren that Poles had fought with
Americans in the Revolution: “America received you undoubtedly as countrymen
of Casimir Pulaski, and of Thadeus Kosciuszko. Pulaski, the first hero of our still
enduring struggle, fell fighting for the independence of America.”84
The Niles’ Weekly Register then criticized the two letters in a brief editorial,
observing that the letters advised the Poles to live together and continue to speak
Polish, to the extent of teaching the language to their American brides. The editorial
questioned the commitment of the Poles to becoming Americans, stating that “it is
their duty to study and make themselves acquainted with the language and laws of
that to which they have been driven, affording them liberty and safety, with peace.
There should be only one ‘NATIONALITY’ in the United States—with which politics
has nothing to do, whether of foreign or domestic origin.”85 The editorial did not
state specifically what the criteria was for becoming American (beyond an
acquaintance with the American language and laws) after ruling out politics, but it
is not difficult to infer. The admonishment that politics had nothing to do with
becoming American is in direct response to advice that the Poles live together and
continue to speak Polish, isolating themselves from society. In order to become
Americans, the editor strongly implied that the Poles must reject that advice and
integrate themselves into American society, not remain apart from it. Even while
associating the Poles with the heroes of the American Revolution, the Niles’ Weekly
Register apparently adopted the view that an immigrant’s assimilation into society
was more important than his politics.
But the Poles did not have enough money to settle lands selected for them. They
tried in April 1836 to convince Congress to allow them to sell a portion of the grant
to finance its settlement.86 Gallatin did not support their request, and Congress
refused to alter the wording of the original 1834 land grant.87 Combined with the
reversal of earlier local support that was quickly turning to hostility, it became
“virtually impossible for the Poles to take possession of the land Chlopicki chose
along the Rock River.”88 The Senate also lent weight to preemption claims by
settlers by attempting to amend the original land bill to exclude claims of “lands
which were already settled and under cultivation, or lands which have not been
surveyed.”89 While that addition did not pass the House, the proposed Senate
amendment did give some legitimacy to the settlers’ claims that they should be
granted rights of preemption.90 The Poles’ attempts to find employment scattered
them widely, making coordination between the exiles difficult and slow. After 1835
Stasik places approximately 150 of them in Boston and surrounding towns, 60 to
70 in New York City, 20 in New Orleans, 10 in West Troy, N.Y., and smaller
numbers in Philadelphia, Wilmington, Del., and Albany, N.Y. A few left the United
States, surfacing in Bogota, Columbia, and Mexico. In the face of those
overwhelming difficulties, the Poles seem to have gradually lost heart in the proposed
colony.91
Even if the Poles persuaded Congress to let them sell a portion of the grant, the
General Land Office had not yet surveyed Chlopicki’s selections and so informed
the Treasury Department on March 10, 1835.92 The survey would not be completed
until late in 1835. Lerski claimed that the survery was deliberately delayed “for
sinister reasons” by the regional officers of the Saint Louis Land Office.93 Lerski
did not elaborate, but he was certainly correct that one of the Illinois land officers,
D. A. Spaulding, wrote an extensive and abusive letter regarding the situation to
Illinois Congressman William L. May on March 22, 1836. The letter is included in
the American State Papers, and is recorded as having been “communicated to the
House of Representatives, April 15, 1836.”94 Spaulding may well have had ulterior
motives in writing the letter, as he was elected Winnebago County surveyor in
August 1836.95 Stipulating that Chlopicki had initially chosen unsettled lands and
promised residents he would not select land they had improved, Spaulding then
asserted that Chlopicki had changed his selections to the most valuable lands in
order to sell them to speculators in the hope that Congress would ignore the
residency requirement and approve the sale.96 However innocent their intentions,
the Poles’ attempt to persuade Congress to allow sale of part of the land likely made
the charge more credible and damaged their reputation with Congress.
Spaulding’s letter then denegrated the Polish settlers’ character at some length,
stating that they “have proved to be (with few exceptions) a miserable, degraded set
of vagabonds, unworthy the esteem and regard of all respectable people,” and that
“many of them are dissipated, indolent, and vicious, having no qualifications or
inclinations to be respectable citizens.”97 Chlopicki himself was said to run one of
“the meanest groceries in St. Louis,” and Spaulding stated that he had received
assurances that Chlopicki would soon be arrested for running a “disorderly house,”
or brothel.98 Better to give the land to Americans, declared Spaulding:
This reluctance on the part of the representatives of a free and independent
people to grant to actual settlers a right of pre-emption, contrasted with the
law granting the land to the Poles, furnishes a striking commentary on the
frailty of human nature, which, in the one case, denies to the enterprising and
industrious American citizens, who suffer the privations and undergo the
hardships of a frontier settlement, what it would seem they almost have a right
to demand, as a matter of right, and in the other case a liberality toward a set
of vagabond foreigners which has never been exercised toward our own
citizens.99
The American settlers decided to verify the legality of the Polish land claims for
themselves. Rockford founder Germanicus Kent went to the Land Office in
Washington D.C., to inquire into the legality of the American squatters’ claims.
Kent was told that “every settler in the county was a trespasser, and that he had no
legal right to a foot of the land which he had so unceremoniously taken.”100
Unwilling to accept that, Kent lobbied Congress on behalf of the squatters. On
May 31, 1836, New York Representative Francis Granger related that Kent had
told him “he had gone on to the public lands, without authority of law, but as an
American citizen, and [was] as much entitled to the consideration of Congress as
any Polish exile, however unfortunate his position.”101 Virginia Representative James
Wood Bouldin followed Granger’s remarks, questioning the reasoning behind
granting land to the Poles. “Were they meritorious: Our own citizens are equally so.
Were they poor: Our own citizens, many of them, were as poor as any body.”102
Bouldin elaborates in stronger language, stating: “We had jewed, screwed, he was
sorry to say, almost shuffled with, our old revolutionary soldiers, in relation to their
claims, and had given these foreigners their thirty-six sections of land . . . including
the improvements of many who had spent their lives, and risked the lives of their
families, to obtain from the Indians the very land now given to the Poles.”103
The nativist Chicago American added to anti-Polish sentiment on September 17,
1836, stating that “we are not willing to see native Americans driven from their
homes, in order that they may be given to a pack of refugee foreigners, come from
what country they may.”104 Despite a lingering romantic vision of their own
revolution, Americans were beginning to embrace the view that the West was best
settled by private individuals pursuing economic gain, not revolutionaries.
Enthusiasm for the exiles seemed to be waning in the executive branch as well.
Levi Woodbury of the U.S. Treasury Office objected to the validity of the Polish
claim. The Land Office received the survey plats and Chlopicki’s selections on May
2, 1836, but the Treasury Department was in charge of the sale and disposal of
public lands. Woodbury raised three objections to granting the land to the Poles:
That only Chlopicki and not both he and Prehal signed the selections, that thirty-
eight sections were listed (some as fractions) and not thirty-six, and that it was
unclear if the selections interfered with “rights of individuals under the pre-emption
laws.”105 Preemption laws had been passed in 1830, 1832, and 1834, allowing
settlers who had been in possession of and cultivated public-domain land the
previous year to purchase a certain number of acres at the minimum price; however,
they offered no protection for settlers who had begun cultivating their lands after
1833 and were therefore of no protection to the squatters on the lands claimed by
Chlopicki, who had made their improvements after that date.106 As no current
preemption law protected the settlers, Woodbury had to appeal to the spirit of past
preemption laws in denying the validity of the Polish claim.
General Land Office Commissioner Ethan A. Brown responded that a vote by
the committee representing the Poles should be sufficient to remove any requirement
of Prehal’s signature, that Chlopicki’s selections comprised an amount slightly short
of the total acreage Congress allowed, that it was impossible to subdivide the grant
among 235 individuals in any manner consistent with current land law, and that it
was not his job to determine if the settlers were protected by preemption laws.107
A tedious bureaucratic debate followed between the Treasury Department and
General Land Office, complicated by a claim of property by Catharine and Mary
Myott, who had been granted a floating land claim in a treaty signed with the
Winnebago Indians in 1829.108
Meanwhile, squatters sent petitions to Congress. The September 20, 1837,
petition stressed that the lands selected by Chlopicki had already been settled, and
began a theme that would be developed extensively in later petitions that the lands
selected “were already settled upon by American citizens, and upon which large
improvements had been made.” The petitioners also suggested that land speculators
might try to alter the law to allow Poles to immediately sell their land rather than
occupying it.109 More extensive petitions followed soon after. On October 18, 1837,
the settlers alerted Congress that Chlopicki, “though degraded in person by habits
of intoxication, was treated with the utmost hospitality, and pledged his word, to
different individuals, that he would not include their improvements in his
selection.”110 The settlers went on to inform Congress that none of the exiles had
attempted to settle on their land claim because: “The truth is, they never did intend
to settle and cultivate in person. They are not the practical, industrious, temperate,
self denying people demanded in settling a new country.”111 The settlers then
reiterated rumors that the only reason the Poles still desired the land was that they
were engaged in selling it to land speculators. Intentionally or not, that was effective
political maneuvering by the settlers, whose association of the Poles with
“speculators” discredited the Poles.112
While attacking the Poles, the settlers also described themselves not just as United
States citizens or petitioners, but as “actual settlers for cultivation and improvement
in township forty-four north, of range one east.”113 The settlers’ improvement of
the land was a recurrent theme. The settlers stipulated that during their residence
they “made improvements thereon to an extent far greater than have been made in
a vast majority of townships which have been sold and settled for twenty years and
upwards.” The settlers emphasized the large number of construction and civic-
works projects undertaken, assigned a dollar value to each, listed how much grain
had been raised, and alluded to other produce that had been grown in the
township.114 The settlers had earlier made claims to rights regarding the equity they
had invested in the land, and they now continued that argument. The squatters also
made sure their views were represented at the state government level, and electing
Germanicus Kent to the Illinois state legislature for the 1838–1840 term.115
The debate dragged on, with the commissioners for the General Land Office
offering suggestions to solve the survey Myott claim problems, until the Treasury
Department sent the entire matter back to Congress on January 24, 1838.116 In
Congress, Illinois Senator Richard Young recommended that the Polish claim be
voided by their failure to occupy the lands for the requisite ten years, and the matter
was referred to committee.117 Unfortunately for the Poles, the tide of opinion in
Congress had turned against them.
Meanwhile, the Polish committee had lost its patience with Chlopicki, and
replaced him with a new agent, John Rychlicki, on April 15, 1837. Rychlicki
completed the new selections for the land taken by the Myotts in June 1837, but the
Saint Louis Land Office delayed sending the letter until February 1838.118 Except
for the replacement of Chlopicki, the Polish exiles seem to have done little to push
their claim, in contrast with the American settlers who “bombarded Congress with
all sorts of protests and resolutions.”119 While the settlers continued to send
petitions, the Polish exiles remained silent until 1840, when they sent a final, rather
passively worded petition to Congress to again stress that they are “exiles for the
cause of liberty” and that they wished to be “useful members of the country of
their adoption,” citing the sole reason for the delay in occupying the lands as the
inability to subdivide the lots (omitting Chlopicki’s selection of occupied lands).120
In January 1841, with the matter of preemption laws before Congress, Tennessee
Senator Alexander O. Anderson formally argued that the frontier settlers were
better suited than the Poles to maintain republicanism on the frontier. Anderson
noted: “Sir, the poor of every land are the same. They are the lovers of liberty
wherever you find them, because they have been made to taste the bitter cup of
degradation. You have nothing to fear from such men! Such were the sires of that
population which filled our victorious armies in the Revolutionary struggle.”121
Anderson characterized the men as the “hardy, industrious, and enterprising portion
of their fellow citizens, who go from the respective States, to seek a solitary home
in the great wilderness of the West.”122 Republican virtue no longer resided in the
Polish revolutionaries who fought against despotism, but in the poor who voluntarily
moved to settle the frontier and develop the land. As Michael Kammen has written,
with the revolutionary generation dying, Americans tried in the 1830s to find new
means to establish “political order, social stability, and national identity.”123 For the
Poles, that meant the end of their colony.
On April 14, 1842, Congress declared that Chlopicki had not made his selections
in accordance with the conditions of the land grant, and preemption rights were
extended to the settlers.124 The squatters had effectively delayed Congress until
enthusiasm for the Poles waned, taking advantage of sympathies at local survey
offices and the controversy caused by Chlopicki’s own unfortunate selection of
occupied lands.
The Polish colony was never established, and the land that is now Rockford and
Rockton was purchased by the squatters or other settlers.125 The Poles assimilated,
making it difficult to say where they finally settled.126 Concerned with the day-to-
day necessity of survival, the Poles were not active in United States or European
politics.127 Lerski admits that more than happenstance contributed to the Poles not
securing the land. The lack of leadership, the election of Prehal as one of the land
agents, Chlopicki’s antagonizing of American squatters in choosing occupied lands,
and the loss of the good will of Gallatin, all contributed to the failure.128
But the petitions and contrasting views by the American settlers define the failure
of the Polish colony in different terms. While cautiously accepting the Poles at first,
suspicion soon arose. Attacks on the character of the Poles eventually gave way to
settlers’ claims based on the virtue of their republicanism. Frontier lands were best
used by those who could improve them—the squatters. Congress had initially looked
east across the Atlantic Ocean to import virtuous republicans and thought they
found them in a group of Polish revolutionaries. Eventually, however, their view
changed, and Congress began to look west, finding a commercial definition of
republican virtue in the native-born Americans who were already living on and
improving the frontier lands. The fire of republican liberty had passed from the
swords of the revolutionaries to the plows of the settlers, from the East to the West.
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